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Introduction
In the 1990’s the Federation of BC Naturalists (now BC Nature) realized that
as the country’s population moved into cities, opportunities to observe and
learn about Nature, particularly for children, became fewer. Nature was not
to be found just by stepping out the door, it had to be sought out. Urban
grandparents, aunts and uncles no longer lived close enough to take their
young relatives out to find and explore nearby marshes, fields and
seashores. Yet the need for understanding how our ecosystems work, how to
protect them, is ever growing.
To meet the need for nature mentorship, in 2000 BC Nature and Nature
Vancouver formed the Young Naturalists’ Club of BC (YNC) as a program of
Nature Vancouver. In 2006 the YNC spun off into an independent
Registered Charity and in 2015 was re-named NatureKids BC.
The essential activity of NatureKids is to provide opportunities for children
and families to explore, learn about and appreciate nature nearest to where
they live, guided by local experts – naturalists, college and university
scientists and other experts from every possible sphere of interest. In this way
we encourage children to develop their instinctive love of nature and grow
up to be responsible citizens and guardians of our environment.
Fortuitously, in recent years it has been discovered that having children
outdoors exploring in nature is as good for their health as it is for the health of
the environment, which is further encouragement for our efforts.

“… upwards of 20,000 children have participated in
Explorer Days and enjoyed NatureWILD Magazine…”
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“…Since 2000, NatureKids BC has expanded from
one nature club in Vancouver to fifty nature
clubs located in every region of the province.”

Since 2000, NatureKids BC has expanded from one nature club in
Vancouver to fifty clubs located in every region of the province. During
these 16 years upwards of 20,000 children have participated in Explorer Days
and enjoyed NatureWILD Magazine and other programs offered by our
organization. At the same time their parents are also learning more about
nature, conservation and the positive outcomes of environmental action.
In the next few years, as outlined in our Strategic Plan, we look to
strengthening our family clubs and - because there will never be enough
clubs to serve all families - we look toward developing new ways to share
NatureKids activities and resources through partnerships. We will also seek
out ways in which our members can continue their connection to the
natural world and their commitment to environmental action after they
grow out of this organization.
E. O. Wilson, the most eminent naturalist and biologist of our time, divided
naturalists into roughly two kinds – some are biologists working in laboratories,
others out in the field gathering basic information. Both are equally vital.
For now, our members are out in the field gathering knowledge – who knows
what exciting paths they may follow in the future?

Daphne Solecki,
Co-founder NatureKids BC
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Mission

To help BC children get outdoors to explore, play, learn
about and take action for nature.

Vision

Through their participation in NatureKids BC, children
develop a love of nature, a lifelong connection to the
natural world, and have the environmental literacy and
skills to take action for nature.
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Principles

NatureKids BC is guided by the following principles:
Everyone should have access to nature – NatureKids BC creates
opportunities for children and families* to interact with nature.
NatureKids BC provides a variety of opportunities and minimizes
barriers to participation.
A nature connection takes time- NatureKids BC creates opportunities
for children and families to have meaningful in-nature experiences
over a sustained period of time to help them develop a personal
connection and love of nature.
Nature has intrinsic value – The natural environment has value beyond
its immediate or practical use to humans. NatureKids BC facilitates innature experiences that help children and families learn to respect
and value the diverse plants, animals, and ecosystems of British
Columbia.
People are part of nature- NatureKids BC helps children and families
understand our dependence on healthy ecosystems and the
interconnectedness of all living creatures.
Everyone can be a steward of nature- NatureKids BC encourages and
enables children and families to act on behalf of nature and take
action to protect it.
Organizational Integrity – By running our organization in an honest,
transparent, and respectful manner, NatureKids BC mirrors our respect
for the natural world. We strive to maintain an organizational culture of
professionalism, excellence and continuous development.

* NatureKids BC targets children aged 5-12 years and welcomes participation from
traditional and non-traditional families.
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NatureKids BC has Three Strategic Program Areas
Program Area #1: In-Nature Experiences
Goal – To provide ongoing in-nature experiences that foster a personal
connection with the natural world.
Objectives
1. Nature experiences are provided and facilitated for BC children
ages 5-12 and their families;
2. BC children have early-age experiences in nature on their own
and/or in the company of a trusted adult/ nature mentor(s);
3. Both structured and unstructured exploration of nature are offered;
4. Children and families build confidence and increase their comfort
level in the outdoors;
5. Children and families are inspired to participate in nature activities
beyond NatureKids programs.
Strategies
a) Support a network of nature clubs, led by community volunteers
and focusing on local activities in members’ communities;
b) Provide in-nature experiences via Explorer Days (outdoor field trips)
offered monthly through local nature clubs;
c) Engage skilled local nature mentors for the delivery of Explorer
Days;
d) Provide tools and resources for children and their families to get
into nature independently;
e) Facilitate families meeting other families who are interested in
nature;
f) Promote outdoor activities through Passport to Nature, contests
and other incentive programs;
g) Connect families to other community nature initiatives.
Performance Indicators
● Number and type of Explorer Day events offered
● Number of individual experiences in nature created/recorded
● Number of Nature Clubs and Communities served
● Feedback from members
● Media recordings of events
● Documentation of positive results
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Program Area #2: Learning About Nature
Goal- To provide a range of opportunities, tools and mentoring to help
children and families learn about nature and build environmental literacy.
Objectives
1. Children and families observe, identify and study nature;
2. Children and families gain knowledge about wildlife, habitats &
conservation issues;
3. Children and families develop awareness and appreciation for the
interconnectedness of nature and our dependence on healthy
ecosystems.
Strategies
a) Provide age-appropriate information on BC wildlife and habitats
through various communication tools and resources;
b) Facilitate hands-on exploration and learning opportunities through
Explorer Days;
c) Produce NatureWILD Magazine and distribute to members and
schools;
d) Develop tools, resources and relationships to enhance nature
learning.
Performance Indicators
●
●
●
●
●

Number and diversity of Explorer Days
Quarterly production and distribution of NatureWILD
Reach of E-Blasts and social media
Number of Action Award Quest achievements
Number and diversity of tools and resources distributed in new
member packs
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Program Area #3: Taking Action for Nature
Goal - To inspire, enable and encourage children and families to care for
and take action for nature in all regions of the province.
Objectives
1. Children and their families participate in environmental
stewardship and action;
2. Members make informed choices to reduce personal impacts on
the environment;
3. Members raise awareness and share information about
conservation and stewardship action with others in their
community.
Strategies
a) Develop and provide stewardship and citizens science
opportunities through Explorer Day activities, Action Awards Quest,
and province wide initiatives;
b) Build capacity of nature clubs to take on stewardship activities
through the provision of stewardship micro- grants;
c) Promote participation by NatureKids club/ members in citizen
science and stewardship projects;
d) Highlight achievements of NatureKids members.
Performance Indicators
● Number and kinds of projects completed and scientific data
collected
● Number of on-going and new Citizen Science projects
● Number of Action Awards completed
● Number of club Stewardship Grants requested and distributed
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NatureKids BC has Six Support Strategies
Support Strategy #1 è

Club Leader Capacity

Goal: To support a resilient and effective network of volunteer club leaders
facilitating nature experiences for children and families across BC.
Objectives
1. Build capacity of volunteer club leaders to get children and
families outdoors exploring nearby nature;
2. Enable volunteer leaders to be ambassadors for nature and
NatureKids BC in their communities;
3. Build leadership qualities and capacity of club leaders to connect
children with nature;
4. Create a supportive community of nature leaders.

Support Strategy #2 è

Membership

Goal: To enable children ages 5-12 and their families in communities across
BC explore, learn about and take action for nature through their
membership in NatureKids BC.
Objectives
1. Broad-based participation from children ages 5-12 across BC
2. Low barriers to participation;
3. Members participate in a range of activities to help them explore,
learn about, and step up for nature;
4. Individual members feel part of the larger provincial club network
and movement.
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Support Strategy #3 èCommunications Capacity
Goal- To implement effective, timely and targeted communication that
strengthens the NatureKids BC community.
Objectives
1. Communicate with members about their membership, club,
Explorer Days, other program components and general nature
knowledge;
2. Provide tools, resources, build knowledge & develop skills to
support nature club leaders and other volunteers in their roles;
3. Raise awareness, promote engagement, and build new NatureKids
BC brand;
4. Raise awareness about benefits of connecting to nature through
NatureKids BC.

Support Strategy #4 è

Financial Capacity

Goal: To develop and operate with a sustainable business model that
provides the necessary HR capacity, resources and predictability of
revenue.
Objectives
1. Develop a sustainable business model that keeps barriers to
participation low while increasing resources to do the work;
2. Develop organizational capacity/ in-house skills to meet financial
needs;
3. Build a culture of fundraising/ development in our organization;
4. Build board capacity to contribute to financial stability.
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Support Strategy #5 è

Organizational Capacity

Goal- To provided clear direction, organizational systems and supports that
result in a resilient, professional, effective organization.
Objectives
1. Staff and volunteers have a clear understanding of how they
contribute to the NatureKids BC mission;
2. Evaluation and feedback from staff, board and volunteers
contribute to the ongoing improvements of the organization;
3. NatureKids BC meets current legislation, legal requirements and
takes steps to mitigate reputational risk;
4. Appropriate organizational policies and procedures are in place
and the necessary resources exist to do the work.

èSupport Strategy #6 Collaborations &
Partnerships
Goal- To collaborate with organizations that have shared goals to amplify
the impact of NatureKids programs and contribute to our organizational
capacity.
Objectives
1. Raise awareness about NatureKids BC and the benefits of
connecting with nature;
2. Strategically engage volunteers with specific skill sets and nature
mentors from a variety of sources;
3. Increase programmatic and organizational capacity.
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